GOVERNANCE FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

GET THE BEST FOUNDATION FOR YOUR TEAMS COLLABORATION

YOU NEED SECURITY, CONTROL AND GOVERNANCE
When it comes to if and how to use Microsoft Teams there are several possible issues to address:

- The creation of Teams and management of their lifecycle
- The handling and protection of documents and data
- Organizational implementation
- Legal and regulatory requirements like GDPR
- Teams vs. Skype for Business (and vs. SharePoint, Yammer etc.)
- Naming conventions, ownership and permissions along with external access

THE EFFICIENT SOLUTION
IntraActive Governance for Microsoft Teams addresses these issues and gives you an overview of the governance process, along with the option of automating the related tasks.

PROCESS
The implementation of IntraActive Governance for Microsoft Teams begins with uncovering all your organizational needs for your Teams throughout their lifecycle, so that as much as possible can be automated and configured in IntraActive Governance for Microsoft Teams.

ISS HANDLES THOUSANDS OF TEAMS
By using IntraActive Governance for Microsoft Teams ISS has automated the team lifecycles from cradle to grave. Their solution contains policies for naming conventions, permission management and much more.

Find out more: intraactive.net